LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION FOR SLAM USING KINECT DEVICE
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Abstract—In the world of robotics, problems of visual SLAM requires an understanding of loop-closure detection and global localization, having said that in order to perform mapping and localization simultaneously we should be able to efficiently recognize an environment that has been previously visited using the current data from our RGBD camera. In this paper we present an online method to recognize and generate information regarding a previously visited place using the visual bag of words model which relies on Bayesian filtering to calculate the probability of loop closure. We would also demonstrate the robustness and effectiveness of our method by real time loop closure detection for an indoor image sequence using Microsoft Kinect camera.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of robotics and specifically robotic mapping, (SLAM [1], [2]) is recognize as a computational and mathematical problem of generating and upgrading a map of a particular environment using various computational algorithms, while also should have the capacity to track the location of the agent within the map. Over the last ten years we have seen the massive development in the computer industry that aid us by providing the clients with high tech processors with better latency and instructions per cycle efficiency and it also helped in supplementing the orthodox approaches to simultaneous localization and mapping, traditional methods has its pros and cons but mostly less efficient as a consequence better algorithms has tend to be used with or replaced the bearing sensors (i.e. sonars, lasers and radio detection and ranging equipment) with single RGBD camera or camera arrays. It is important to understand that SLAM algorithms are not designed to have perfection rather compatibility with the environment they are being employed furthermore in SLAM algorithms there are issues concerning loop closure detection and global localization factors that check for the location of the agent and robot within the premises of the environment. Also in the case occlusion where abrupt Camera movements cause dissipations in path tracking the robot and keep updating the map using probabilistic approach and an online imagery database, so in this paper we have basically put forward a method to use that online imagery database and Bayesian appearance based loop closure detection to verify the 3D visual loop closure detection as the one presented in [3]. Eventually this is the problem concerning an image retrieval task to determine if the current data of image from our Kinect match the past imagery. There is a threshold value for the viewpoints of the current image and the past database, algorithm checks for the threshold value in all nearest neighbors [4] and then epipolar geometry [18] is used to detect the loop closure. In section 2, we provided a brief overview of related work on different algorithms of SLAM such as visual bag of words model and loop closure detection using Bayesian filtering, section 3 explains in few lines about the usage of visual bag of words model. In section 4 we have discussed the various filtering methods involve in the process of SLAM and the findings of our experiment are presented in section 5. The final two sections are dedicated to discussion and future enhancements.

II. RELATED WORK

The Monte Carlo Localization (MCL) method [5], recently adapted to vision ([6]) uses the map to perform global localization. The Rao-Black wellis algorithm for particle filters demonstrates loop closure probabilities to be used effectively for Fast SLAM [7], even when only bearing sensors [8] are deployed. But in all these techniques for better efficiency we need an exponential number of objects or particles are involved which is obviously intractable within the parameters of a large scale environment, which apparently leads to inefficient and abrupt sampling of data which leads to deterioration during loop closure. In this paper, we try to present a simple loop closure detection method for simultaneous localization and mapping for an online image retrieval task, following a somewhat similar approach to MCL but in a non-incremental sense. We also used the EM algorithm as presented in ([9], [10], [11]), to check for the maximum
likelihood ratio for a given particle in order to perform global localization.

III. VISUAL WORDS DICTIONARY

Bag of words model ([12], [13]) was first introduced for computer vision, it works as a sparse vector [14], which treats an image as a constituent of words, using those contents it forms an array of words and save it into the memory, when a similar image strikes the camera system matches the array of the present image with the imagery database, of course there will be a similar image in database and the system will use the image to update the existing image it helps in reducing processing time and also to perform loop closure so bag of visual words is actually a sparse vector of occurrence counts of a vocabulary of local visuals. In order to use bag of visual words model in this project, first of all an online image dictionary is built as a tree to facilitate a logarithmic time over scale and space of differences of Gaussian convolution [17], the key points are than use to build a histogram of gradient orientations around the point which was detected earlier on the scale which is under examination.

IV. BAYESIAN LOOP-CLOSURE DETECTION

In order to understand the loop closure detection using the Bayes filtration methods it is important to first discuss briefly about Bayes probability [19] and Bayes factor ([20], [21]). In the world of probability and statistics there are basically two approaches to solve a probability problem the one is the traditional frequency approach (explanation of this method is beyond the scope of this paper) and the other is Bayesian interpretation of probability, Bayesian probability is used to solve problem where the truth and falsity of the event is uncertain. Bayesian probability is used when we have to work with the evidences in the data and foresee the result, Bayesian probability belongs to the category of evidential probabilities, and it specifies some prior probabilities in order to evaluate the hypothesis and then update the hypothesis in terms of newly calculated data or evidence.

Bayes factor can be explained as the relative evidence in the data which is also known as the likelihood ratio, Bayes factor explains the extent to which the evidence supports the concerned hypothesis, if Pr (M) is the probability of the given model and Pr (D) is the probability of the given data than mathematically the likelihood ratio can be calculated as under

$$P_r(M|D) = \frac{Pr(D|M) Pr(M)}{Pr(D)}$$

Where Pr (D|M) is the conditional probability for data given that probability of model is known, as a theorem Bayes factor can be defined as the prior odds equals the prior odds times the likelihood ratio. [19] In our work we use the Bayesian probabilistic approach to ensure efficient temporal coherence (i.e. how good an image retrieves itself from the past image) and to remove any time oriented errors for detection of an image. Let S_i be the arbitrary variable representing loop-closure hypotheses at time t, S_i = 1, is the event that present image I_{time} “closes the loop” with past image I_i. This implies that the corresponding viewpoints X_{time} and X_i are close, and that I_{time} and I_i share some similarities. The event S_i = −1 defines the event in time where no loop-closure occurred at time t. In a probabilistic Bayesian framework, the formula for the loop closure with reference to the search of the past image I_i that satisfies its index at the following equation:

$$j = \arg\max_{i} \{-1... -t} P(S_i = i|I_{time})$$ [1]

Now consider if we have a series of observations 0_i at a given time interval t we will compute the agent’s location at in a given map m_t of the environment U sing the Bayes probability as follows

$$P (m_t | a_t, O_t) = \sum_{m_{t-1}} P (m_t | m_{t-1}) \sum_{a_t} P (a_t | m_{t-1}) P (x_t | m_t O_{t+1}) / Z$$ [2]

Using the above framework we can update the location posteriors of the given data sequentially such that the map of the environment and the transition function is known. Similarly we can amend the above framework to sequentially update the map of the environment as explained in the equation below:

$$P (m_t | a_t, x_t, O_t) \sum_{m_{t-1}} \sum_{a_{t-1}} P (m_t | a_t m_{t-1}, O_t) P (m_{t-1}, x_t | O_{t-1}, m_{t-1})$$ [3]

Then by using expectation-maximization algorithm we can devise a solution for the inference problem like the one above where the solution to inferring two variables is required
A. Likelihood in a Voting Scheme

Most of the bag of image models use the extensive image-to-image comparison of the visual features of the data in order to update the map but on the other hand we use a technique called inverted index which is associated with the dictionary of visual words, every past image in the dictionary has been assigned a score (initially $S = 0$) than we use a simple voting scheme to estimate the likelihood of the image $L(S_t | Z_t)$ where $z_t$ represents the number of known words in the visual database. Such a scheme can be illustrated as follows:

![Voting scheme diagram]

Figure 1: Voting scheme the list of the past images in which current in words have been seen is obtained from the inverted index and is used to estimate the likelihood.

And finally we can use techniques of memory management [22] and inverted image modeling to localize the agent’s location and to have a better recognition performance.

B. A Posteriori Hypothesis Management

At this stage we have a completely updated and stabilized posterior of the event, and after normalization of posterior we select the best candidate for loop closure by checking the probability of each posterior for the given threshold (0.85 in our case), it is obviously possible for a posterior to not have a strong peak for a unique image but rather a distribution of peaks over several neighboring images (except for I-I) due to the similarities of the neighboring visuals, so in order to obtain the right image we do not look for a single peak for a full posterior we rather look for the set of images whose sum of probabilities over the neighboring visuals exceed a set threshold keep in mind that the size of the neighboring visuals must be same. Full posterior update with the likelihood can also be understood via following diagram:

![Posterior update diagram]

Figure 3: The full posterior pdf updated with the likelihood when the likelihood of a hypothesis is above the mean + standard deviation threshold, the corresponding probability is updated.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the practical purposes of the project we used the real time appearance based mapping software as the one available at [23]. We obtained these results using a Microsoft Kinect camera interfaced with the laptop that has Kinect sdk preinstalled in it, camera process the image at 30 fps with 640 x 480 resolution. On the other hand laptop used is HP core i5 with 4 GB ram. In order to grasp the concept of this practical approach kindly refer to the example diagram below:
As we can see from the above image that the trajectory is blue every time the Kinect is rolling in undiscovered area, and as soon as it detects a loop closure it turns green and as we can see in the figure that as the camera moves in several places the green line turns red these are the places where epipolar geometry fails to satisfy the given conditions it is also known as lost odometry and it corresponds to false detection. Results from our own camera measurements are shown in the following figures.

Blue line shows the path in which Kinect has traveled in 3-dimensional plane starting from origin.
VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

As we have discussed earlier that in this paper we have tried to show a robust approach to SLAM, this is important for the practical usage of the SLAM algorithms, every projects worth is determined by its practical applications and so we will first discuss some practical applications of SLAM in general and our paper in particular various organizations such as NASA and DARPA are working on the development of autonomous robots that could be used for military and medical purposes some similar projects are discussed below

A. SELF DRIVING CARS:

Google and other automotive companies such as Volvo are working on smart cars that will have the capability to drive it autonomously, such cars use SLAM to generate the map and localize the position of the car in the area in order to keep the track of the terminal point, traffic density, and speed of the neighboring cars.

B. PLANETARY ROVERS:

Planetary rovers have the basically the same purpose as satellites sent for different planets, but unlike such artificial satellites these rovers actually have to land on the surface of the planet. In order to perform successful landing these rovers must be robust and strong, NASA and different other space research organizations make these rovers. Since these rovers need to land on the surface of the planet hence they should be equipped with proper technology to keep the track of their path and location in that unknown environment, This is where SLAM comes in very handy, using SLAM algorithms these rovers perform odometry calculations to make decisions about their particular situation.

C. UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES

Unmanned aerial vehicles such as drones use the SLAM methods to investigate remote areas in order to provide military with better analysis of the territory; unmanned aerial vehicles could also be used to provide medical facilities like first aid to densely populated areas and remote areas. Solution proposed in this paper is based upon visual dictionary to perform loop closure detection, which works at the detection level a better approach would be to work on the word level to perform loop closure, in future we would like to integrate our solution with the probabilistic appearance based mapping and loop closing

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have put forward a robust and reliable approach to Fast SLAM in order to use visual bag of words model for perceptual aliasing of loop closure detection. We have also integrated the camera which is the Microsoft Kinect RGBD camera with the robot; this approach has helped us in understanding human machine interface and Computer vision technologies
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